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LAST STEPS

To change the simple link to a button, we just need 
to add a class to the HTML, and then a few styles.  

Remember that the purpose of an external CSS file is to be 
more efficient and allow you to create styles in one place 
that affect the whole site.

Thus, make sure that you keep using that one and only CSS 
file every page in the site. 

Once you have everything in the home page the way it 
should look, save everything. Then, with your index.html 
page in front of you, click File > SAVE AS.

Create more space in within the button.

Move it down away from the paragraph. Also move it 
from the left a bit so it looks more centered.

First, try display:block. 
Notice that it makes the link into a solid button-like object, but 
then if we try to put a width on it, the button gets kicked down 
below the image because block elements take up their own line.

display:inline lets it stay in the same line as the float, but 
won't let us add a margin to its top, which we'll need.

display:inline-block gives us the best of both worlds.
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Name the file whatever you called it in your navigation. Use 
the exact spelling and capitalization. In my example, it would 
be trails.html. Do this for the other pages as well.

In the head of the HTML, change the <title> on each page. This is 
for the sake of the search engine's. In my example, I would change 
"Visit Fairmount Park" to "Visit Fairmount Park: Trails"

In your navigation, move the class="current" away from the 
homepage link, and onto the link for the page you on working on.  

It is not typical to highlight the current page in the footer navigation, 
so it's best to remove the class="current" altogether from the 
footer.

If there is any new element to your layout on the next pages (that 
you don't already have a style for), make a new id or class, and add 
that new style rule to your (same) CSS page.

Change all the text in the page (except in the header and footer). 
Also, change all the images in the page (except the logo and 
possibly an image in the footer). 

In your HTML, where you placed <div id="feature">, change 
the id to "featureTrails" or something relevant to yours. Now, in 
the (same) CSS file, add #featureTrails and copy all the styles 
from feature into it. Then, change the background-image and the 
amount of padding to what your new image needs. 

Also, change the text in the HTML that overlays the feature area so 
that it says something different than the feature on the home page 
does.

Making other pages, continued

Things you'll need to change on each new page:


